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Scribe: G-Spot
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every run? May be it should be optional... just
saying. If you want to know what happens on the
run then maybe you should get your sorry ass to
the circle find out first hand.

Here’s another idea – maybe we should try to
radically change the culture of scribing and make
it an honor saved for a selected few. We could
Since I have the great pleasure of scribing I like to
allow only certain talented and distinguished
take the opportunity to rant for a moment or two or
hashers to take on this important task that can’t
three. This time it is about scribes and scribing. I
be trusted to the rest of the no minds in the pack.
watched this week when it was time for the task of
Maybe only scholarly egg head hashers like
appointing the scribe. Hashers start to squirm,
avoiding eye contact with the RA and hare, and finally Mobey's (who should have some extra brain
cells in that big head of his) would be trusted to
some tried to divert attention away from themselves
by saying things such as "let's appoint the last who got scribe. Or Ms Daisy who has hashed so long
she is full of hash wisdom and if all else fails she
here." On that note I do have to say punishing the
could recycle previous winning scribes and most
latecomer by making them scribe happens so often
of us would be none the wiser. Or for Wee Little
enough that as we were heading to the run late this
Bladder it could serve as a springboard for his
week, Preemie suggested that maybe we should
NoBees career. Only famous musicians could
show up even later ensuring that we arrived after the
have the honor of scribing at our hash. We could
scribe was designated. He’s not just a pretty face
add Pleasure Chest to give her another outlet to
who leads the pack in a rousing rendition of Dead
influence the hash. Scribing can be very
Whore.
influential. Or we could include Chips who once
It appears that scribing is seen by RDHHH as a
circulated a "Scribe template." WTF. No let’s not
punishment. A punishment that lately has seen a bit
include him in this elite group. Let's make him
of rebellious behavior. There was more than one
earn his way in. He could write a few scribes on
hasher who in the past month did not submit their run
spec and if they were deemed worthy he could
report. Not mentioning any names Curb Crawler and
be included. Yes pack I think it is time to rethink
Paul (but more about you later Paul.) Perhaps it is
our practices for scribing – what we are doing is
time to rethink this “punishment approach” to scribing.
not working.
Speaking of negative approaches to scribing , I once
End of rant which for the record was longer than
worked tirelessly for 7 days on a brilliant scribe only to
most of this year’s scribes.
be told by Mobey’s Dick when I submitted it that I
OK now for the run report …
would not eligible to receive my free run for scribing
because it was submitted late (by two days.) I ask
you all...If scribing is such a painful ordeal for most
hashers, why are we continuing to require a scribe for
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May 26 in Red Deer and yes it was raining outside.
I was nicely snuggled into the couch planning an
evening of laying around when Preemie announces
that we “have to go to the run” because Nookey was
driving down and he needs someone to keep him
company on the “hash drive along”. Knowing that
might not be enough of a reason to get me off the
couch he reminded me that Precum was the hare
and I was off the couch and into my runners in a
heartbeat. We both know I think Precum sets some
of the best runs in the Red Deer Hash. We headed
out but were very late leaving Sylvan Lake. That’s
never good.
The pack was gathered in Oriole Park and as I
slipped into the circle late I recalled the last time I
was here for a RDHHH run a few years back. I had
arrived late for that run as well but I found the pack
by following the "on on" noises (those were the good
ole days when the pack used to loudly call "on on" so
everyone for miles around knew the direction they
were running of the run. Most FRB in those days
carried whistles to make even more noise.) I was a
good 10 minutes behind it the pack (somethings
never change) and as I scrambled down the rock to
the river I could see the pack had already crossed
the water (must have been a Wee Little Bladder run
as there was a good river crossing.) The pack
already on trail on the other side of the water
watched as I attempted to cross water up to my
armpits. Kill Kenny took pity on me and came back
across the river to help rescue me. Yes those were
the good old days when FRBs looked out for the
slower back of the pack hashers but I digress...
Back to May 2016. We were gathered for Precum's
run. She enthusiastically gave us the markings and
we were off. As we started running down a paved
trail I smelled a long false trail. Indeed it was long nice job Precum but it could have been another mile
or two or five. Don't you be soft on those FRBs as
they like it hard and long? Good thing you already
have a hash name.
We ventured back near the start to head off in
another direction. (Head, I'll have some of that...)
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On trail we came across false trails after false
trail. Good job Precum. I've heard that
FRBs are partial to false trails. It gives them
lots of exercise for their svelte figures. We
don't want a bunch of chubby FRBs.
At one point in the run the FRBs headed up a
long steep hill. Atta girl Precum - don't let
them tell you that they don't like that stuff.
The steeper the hill the better. It gives the
FRBS a chance to practice their heavy
breathing and they like that.
I watched as Precum headed down the false
trails herself to encourage Mobeys, Ambi and
Curl Crawler to go that route and when they
were far enough ahead she turned back as
they ran back toward the real trail. Good job
Precum. You nailed it.
At the hashhold I had the pleasure of talking
with Paul. Now Paul really needs a hash
name. I understand he's been hashing since
run 800 and we are at 899. WTF. Is our RA
sleeping or has he lost his creative juices?
Chip’s term as RA is almost over so maybe
he is a bit dried up. Paul was telling us he is
headed over to Europe to hash. If he doesn't
have hash name before he leaves he certainly
cum home with one (a hash name I mean
although he may cum home with other things
too but that’s for a different scribe.) Hashing
with all those dykes in Amsterdam hmmm I’m
sure there will be hash name there. Paul was
telling me that he could not decide whether to
hash in Munich or celebrate Octoberfest.
Paul I'm here to tell you they are not mutually
exclusive events. Get out your lederhosen,
grab a beer, and hash in Germany. It will be
the best Octoberfest experience in the
country. I understand Paul was looking for
something "wet and slippery" on trail but all he
found was worms. Maybe he will find some
more attractive "wet and slippery" in Europe.
Paul carried the hash Shit throughout the run
(unlike some Wee Little Bladders who hide it
in their cars seconds after they get it) and very
proudly told Cumsee and I that he was "full of

See folks it’s not really that difficult to scribe and
in a twisted sort of way it can be fun and
influential.

Shit on the run." Paul maybe best not to mention
that in your quest for "wet and slippery" in Europe.
Just trying to help you out buddy. And don't wear
any hats in the circle in Europe or you probably
won't want to bring them home. They aren't the
same kinder and gentler hashers over in Europe
that you’ve experienced at RDHHH.

On On
GSpot

Enough about Paul... (Although he is a great
subject to write about.)

UPCUMING RUN

At the down down circle were some punishments.
Our RA discovered that if you want harrierette to
strip in the circle just bring out the sleeve. You
don't have to use it for punishments - just bring it
out, put it on the ground, call in a harrierette and
the clothes start cumming off. Oh the power of
RA. You're gonna miss that next year aren't you
Chips?

Run #900 – June 2nd 2016
Hare(s): Pucker Sucker,
Location: Great Chief Park (Take first left on
Fountain Dr and go to the large parking lot.
Prelube: Mr Mikes
On On: Blarney Stone North
$20 Run Fee - $10 if no Haberdasherry

For some reason there was a beer poured for the
walking hare but because Precum didn't need one
(a hare that is) I think she should have gotten to
drink the second hare beer herself but sadly our
washed up RA offered it to any walker. Maybe
there should be ruling about hare punishments like
a requirement to at least touch flour on the trail.
As I recall the other punishments were all Paul
and sadly still he remains unnamed. I understand
Wee Little Bladder is back in the country and is a
hare next week for the big 900th run celebrations
so here's hoping for you Paul. You may just get
that name in Canada after all.

Monthful of Hares
Run #901 – June 9th 2016
Hare(s): Curb Crawler
Details: TBA

Thanks Precum for a well set run- in my mind you
are one of the best hares we have in Red Deer so
keep up the good job. Keep haring alone because
we don't want anyone screw with you skills. We
need to protect them :)

Run #902 June 16th 2016
Hare(s): Cheap & Easy
Details: TBA
Run #903 June 23rd 2016
Hare(s): Pucker Sucker
Details: TBA

Is there an award for the longest scribe because if
there is I couldn't keep writing :) I got lots of
material left. Maybe I should volunteer to scribe
next week too. 900th run, 69 hashers registered.
That should provide lots of material and I could
continue writing about Paul until we name him
then he is yesterday's news like the rest of us.

Run #904 June 30th 2016 – Canada Day Run
Hare(s): Mobeys Dick & Pleasure Chest
Details: TBA but expect something special
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